FUSION: An Inclusive Cryptofinance Platform Based on Blockchain

Executive Summary
From ancient times through today, human civilization’s development has depended on the depth and breadth of cooperation. But cooperation in a distributed
marketplace, or even within a centralized organization, has continuously been
plagued by the issue of trust. With the advent of blockchain technology, society now has, for the first time, a technological “trust machine”. Not only does
blockchain technology eliminate the issue of necessitating a middleman to trust a
counterparty, but this machine now also makes cooperation programmable, without
the need for subjective human interference. Now that this technology is here, we
believe society as a whole needs to move non-inherent blockchain assets (off-chain
values) onto a chain, by tokenizing such off-chain assets as on-chain tokens and
making the execute and transact within smart contracts.
We are entering an exciting new era of “Internet of Values”, or values derived by
the Internet of Things (IoT). But today, interoperability, scalability and usability
remain substantial problems within the various blockchain ecosystems, all of which
combined have hindered this technological progress.
Given that improving usability is a long-term and gradual process, interoperability and scalability are the current bottlenecks that need to be addressed, and
we believe FUSION to be the answer. As tokens representing values are born
with financial attributes, blockchain applications of the financial industry are most
likely to revolutionize the world. Unfortunately, today’s endeavors focus substantially on enhancing current financial institutions’ internal systems with blockchain
technology. If we define all of the financial activities on the Internet of Values as
cryptofinance, current cryptocurrencies have only achieved limited functions of a
complete cryptofinance ecosystem.
At the advent of the Internet of Information, what we did was not to transform
the “postal system”, but to create a new “Email system”. Likewise, with the Internet of Values at our doorstep, we hope to create a new system: a value transfer
infrastructure based on various tokens. FUSION can convert values across various
blockchains and can fulfill almost all the functionality of traditional finance, but in
a distributed and more efficient manner, with substantial cost savings. It also can
even achieve many unprecedented financial functions that cannot be imagined in
scenarios of centralized organizations.
This is precisely what project FUSION is doing: to establish a public blockchain
as an inclusive cryptofinance platform that, by breaking the bottlenecks of interoperability and scalability, can provide complete financial functions, leading us to
an exciting new era of Internet of Values.
FUSION utilizes distributed network nodes to control various types of tokens’
private keys and, in this way, it connects various values by establishing a control
and management layer on top of all types of blockchains. At the same time, it becomes feasible to build cross blockchain smart contracts. In order to further expand
interoperability and scalability, FUSION will also provide interfaces for centralized
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organizations and off-chain data sources.
FUSION is inclusive. It integrates the cryptocurrencies that exist today and
even those to be born in the future, connecting centralized and decentralized organizations, balancing authentication and anonymity, and integrating both on-chain
and off-chain data.
FUSION is reconstructive. It redefines the way in which values are transferred
and the relationships between participants. It is able to support all sorts of financial services in a unique way, which makes values flow in a more efficient and
fundamentally-changed manner. Because of this new method of value transfer and
transaction flow, we anticipate certain existing financial products to be rendered
irrelevant in the future.
FUSION is highly scalable. By using a Turing-complete virtual machine, it
opens a window for society to realize cryptofinance across different blockchains and
tokens, creating many possibilities that were previously unimaginable.
We have finished the proof of concept, which includes inventing new technologies such as distributed key generation, distributed key control, lock-in and lockout technology, multiple triggering mechanisms for smart contracts across different
blockchains, external information input interface, hierarchic hybrid consensus and
more, to ensure that FUSION is both feasible and highly robust.
Project FUSION will continuously embrace community. It will use token mechanisms and a foundation to continually foster all kinds of communities such as
technical communities, college communities, user communities, investment communities, node participant communities, central organizations, and data source
providers.
We expect that we will complete the token pre-sales, foundation registration,
and core team setup in 2017. By the end of Q1 2018, we plan to complete
testing the network, complete public token sales, and commence the operation
of the FUSION foundation. By the end of Q2 2018, we can expect the FUSION main-net to go live, with a target to have more than $10 Billion USD
valued tokens/cryptocurrencies/digital assets running on FUSION. By the end
of Q3 2018, FUSION is targeting to have more than 100 billion USD valued tokens/cryptocurrencies/digital assets running on FUSION and more than 1 billion
USD valued financial activities using smart contracts on FUSION.
After the initial establishment of the main-net and activities on FUSION, we
will continue to work with various communities, financial institutions and academic
institutions to develop further cryptofinance technologies and support to build financial DApps on top of FUSION.
To realize the vision of the inclusive cryptofinance platform, FUSION tokens
(Fusion or FSN) are embedded in the FUSION public blockchain to make the
project sustainable. We believe FSN will be used as the gas of future extended
cross-chain financial smart contracts.
The total number of tokens supplied is 81.92 million, which is the 13th power
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of 2. FSN tokens will be distributed as follows:
1. Team: 8,192,000 (10%) will be allocated to the core team and distributed to
the team in phases to motivate and attract more elites to join;
2. Angel: 8,192,000 (10%) will be assigned to angel support funds to support
the earliest start-up and development of the project;
3. Community development: 8,192,000 (10%) will be used to support strategic
cooperation with the blockchain communities and centralized organizations,
helping community ecosystem to advance the steady development of cryptofinance;
4. Selected participants’ sale: 8,192,000 (10%) will be assigned to the token
sale for ETH to selected participants to acquire other tokens to fund project
development and team operations;
5. Voluntary participants’ sale: 20,480,000 (25%) will be allocated to the token sales for ETH to voluntary participants for the foundation to foster the
ecological development of FUSION；
6. Reserve: 4,096,000 (5%) will be reserved for the Foundation to decide its
specific use in the future；
7. PoW & PoS: 24,576,000 (30%) will be used to motivate the proof of work and
the proof of take.
We open our arms and welcome those who share the same vision of Internet
of Values to join us in the FUSION project and collaboratively create an inclusive
cryptofinance platform. We believe that FUSION is worthy of our efforts and will
be at the epicenter of critical infrastructure for the Internet of Values.
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